Handle

Ambidextrous use

Unglazed surface

Helps relax the muscles
while stimulating blood
circulation

Helps to refresh and
invigorate the body

*Please do not overheat

*Please do not over freeze

For deep muscles and
pressure massages

For every kind of muscles and
light touches

Large

Place the flat part of the massager on the top of the palm of your hand, the handle of the
massager should be between your thumb and your index.

Medium

The small

Small

Flat part

For big muscles and a light
massage

The medium
Move the non-glazed surface of the massager in the center of your palm, the handle of the
massager should be in the hollow part between your thumb and your index.

The handle should be
between your thumb
and your index

The handle should be
between your thumb
and your index

Flat part on the top
of the palm of your
hand

Top of your palm

For massage ideas, please refer to the ADORI booklet.

Top of your palm

Place the flat part of the massager on the top of the palm of your hand, the handle of the
massager should be between your thumb and your index.

Center of your palm

The large

To keep the massagers in place, apply pressure with your thumb on your hand.

Unglazed surface
in the center of
your palm

Flat part on the top of
the palm of your
hand

The handle should be
between your thumb
and your index

ADORI
Porcelain Body Massagers

Care and cleaning
We recommend that you wash your massagers before your first use and after each use.

Instructions

For regular cleaning, wipe your massagers by hand with a mild detergent. Rinse with warm water and
dry by hand with a cloth.

We offer some positions for the massagers, but keep in mind they are
versatile. Try different grip techniques and choose the one that suits
you best.

For a complete wash, submerge the massagers in a pot filled with water. Bring water to a boil, boil for
5 minutes and then turn off. Wait 30 minutes before taking them out of the water, then dry massagers
with a cloth.

Stay aware that the pressure you exert is higher than normal if you
use ADORI. You should always confirm which level of pressure is more
agreeable to your partner.
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Enhancement

Security

In case of persistent or severe pain, do not use the
massagers. Consult a health care professional.

To improve the gliding of the massagers on the skin, you can
add one of the following items according to your preference :
lotions, creams, oils or talc. ADORI porcelain massagersI are
compatible with all types of enhancers, whether silicone-based
or water-based. For a healthy and responsible experience, we
recommend using certified organic products. Make sure to
always wash your ADORI after using them with any of these
enhancements.

Do not use the products if they have slits, cracks, are
damaged, chipped or is broken in any way, do not use it.
Contact us at info@desirables.ca

Do not use massagers if skin is scratched, swollen or
inflamed.

Storage

Do not put in the dishwasher.

When you do not use the massagers, we recommend storing it
in your box or your travel bag. They will be dust-free and ready
for your next massage.

Do not create a thermic shock, that is to say, create a major
and sudden change in temperature. ( Ex.: put your ADORI in
the freezer and then plunge them into boiling water.)

Do not heat the massagers in the microwave oven, on the
elements of a stove, in an oven or over a flame. Always test
the temperature of the massagers before any contact with the
body.

Do not rub eyes, bones or the popliteal fossa (the hollow
behind the knee).
In case of pregnancy or stomach ache, do not massage the belly.

Do not use massagers on the highest part of the neck
or head.
For external use only. ADORI massagers have been
developed for external exploration only. Do not insert
ADORI in the vagina or anus.
Keep out of the reach of children and pets.
For more information, contact us at info@desirables.ca or
visit the www.desirables.ca
Désirables Expérience Design Inc. assumes no liability if
the consumer fails to follow the instructions above.
Version françcaise au verso

